Astoreca Building
Architects: Browne & Swett Arquitectos
Enrique Browne | Tomás Swett A.
Location: Valparaíso, Chile. (33.08° S , 71.67°W)
Climate: Templado Mediterráneo Costera (Csb)
Year: 1905 – 1907 | 2014 – 2018
Programme: Office building
Area: 6.070 m2
Engineer: Alfonso Larraín.
Energy Eficiency: B-Green.

The objective was to recover and refurbish a deteriorated Housing Building (1907) which is part
of the National Heritage of Chile; and convert it in the new Offices Building of Ultramar´s Group.
It take up a whole block in the old centre of Valparaíso (Unesco zone). The construction has 5
levels and 1 underground. All facades are protected by law, being impossible any kind of
intervention.
The building structure is a mix between walls (stones and bricks masonry), steel columns and
wood frameworks; being a great exhibition of this old construction system. The 4 similar façades
have only a 25% of window to wall ratio (W.W.R) with simple glazed windows in very bad
condition. There are 4 small light trenches from of the 2° level. Each floor presents different
interior high, from 2.5 m to 4.3 m.

The proposal must achieve both the National Monuments Council requirements and the client´s
requests. The intervention should accommodate 4 companies interconnected with open plan
areas, meeting rooms, social areas, training workshop areas, assistance area and a museum.
To know the real behavior of the actual building (base case), it was done instrumental
measurements, thermal analyses (IES-VE) and daylight simulations (Ecotect 2011 y Radiance CP
2.01) in all levels. From them, it was detected problems and targets that the new architectural
projects should respond. The conclusions were:
a)
The low levels (-1, 1 y 2) present problems of daylight and natural ventilation due to the
absence of light trenches.
b)
The low percentage of W.W.R and the big quantities of internal partitions do not allow
daylight and natural ventilation in the building´s center.
c)
The proportion of daylight trenches do not permit good levels of daylight in indoor
spaces.
d)
The current material (wood, stone and brick) have low levels of reflectivity, aggravating
the daylight values.
e)
In the north façade, the proportion of the urban canyon impedes the impact of solar
radiation in lower levels during cold seasons. In the west façade, as it is in front of the main
square, the upper levels have high impact of solar radiation. Toward the east, a future building
higher than the Astoreca will block almost totally the impact of the sun.
f)
The reduction of wall´s thickness along the height produces variation on the u-values and
thermal mass. Moreover, all the levels have different floor to ceiling height. Both issues oblige to
have different passive strategies by levels.
g)
Due to the disparity of internal gains by areas, different walls typologies and spaces´
proportion, there will be both cooling and heating demand simultaneously, being the last one
the principal.

From all of these analyses, the client´s requirements and the heritage protections’ laws; it was
defined 6 design and refurbish criteria to highlight the existing building and achieve comfortable
and innovative working spaces.
First, to restore all the façades to the original stage, replacing all the windows frames and glasses
by double glazed DVH Low-E.
Second, to unify and increase all the existing trenches in one central Atrium, being the main
source of daylight and natural ventilation for the new office areas. The Atrium will connect the
4 companies by stairs, bridges and terraces in one central space, enhancing the “inter
companies” social interaction; and creating a kind of “Companies´ Village”.

Third, to replace the actual lateral access by 2 new entrances; one in front of the square and
the other toward the sea. Both will be connected by public gallery which cross the building and
the new Atrium.
Forth, to exalt the existing materials, building´s system and the structure used in the begging of
the 20th century. It will take off the whitewash of the interior facades and partitions to exhibit
these old construction. Only in the 5th level will be incorporated an insulation layer on the facade
to achieve the u- value required.
Fifth, to create open plan areas with natural cross ventilation and daylight from the façades to
the Atrium. To achieve it, it will take off all the stuffing of interior partitions.
Finally, to distribute the higher internal gains areas in the base case´s zones with higher heating
demand and vice versa.

The design of the Atrium´s roof was the key to achieve comfortable areas and low energy
consumption. The totally glazed first design presented high cooling demand in the upper levels
and many workstations with direct solar radiation during the day. The evolution and result of the
final design also respond to air velocities, smoke evacuation in case of fire and daylight
reflection to the lower levels. Thus, it was proposed a roof with 2 “wings” which define one
central skylight and 2 large window facing the east and west respectively. The central skylight
is over the main stair and bridges allowing only direct solar radiation on circulations areas. This
glazed roof is lightly lifted, permitting a constant ventilation to achieve the building air
renovation needed. On the other hand, the wings´ concave geometry seek to reflect daylight
to the interior areas and lower levels. To increase the daylight source, 2 leaning mirrors were
located outside the large windows. These sliding large windows can be opened remotely by a
central system depending on the outside temperatures. CFD simulation defined to obtain a free
running building during some period, the large windows should be opened up to 50 % and the
windows façade up to 15% to produce natural cross ventilation without air velocity problems for
the users (≥ 0.5 m/s).

The size of the Atrium should guarantee the daylight access to the lower levels and defines plans
up to 10 meters depth. Because of this and the existing structure and partitions, the Atrium was
designed in 20 m x 18 m approximately, be looking for the main social interactions space of the
project.

In relation to the structure, it was projected to clean up 2/3 of the internal partitions to achieve
open plan areas, cross ventilation and homogenous daylight values. The floors, ceiling and walls
will be kept of Wood, stone and brick. Due to this, the other 1/3 of interior partitions will be
plastered and perpendicular to the façades, to increase the daylight reflections.

The floor plan was divided in four areas, defined by cores, services and the new Atrium. The 4
companies were distributed by levels being connected by stairs, bridges, terraces with
vegetation and elevators. The training workshop areas were located in the underground level
around to a courtyard and a fountain with part of the old building foundation. In the ground
level, along the public gallery, a courtyard from the underground was proposed with trees to
introduce daylight to the lower offices. Also assistance areas and the museum were located in
this level. In the upper levels, the meeting rooms were distributed in the corners and the
circulation around the Atrium, letting all the rest for open plan areas or private offices.

The project was developed in B.I.M and analysed in Ecotect and IES-VE. The target of all the
interventions and design proposal was to reduce the energy consumption in 40 % in relation to
the base case. The simulation results present that the total annual energy consumption of the
building would be 44.65 KWh/m2 yr, considering cooling, heating, elevators, ventilation,
equipment and lighting. Despite the lighting will be based on LED, its energy consumption will
be high (13.7 KWh/m2 yr) due to our decision to maintain the existing materials with low surface
reflection. During the year, there would be some period where this project would be able to
operate as a free running building with passive strategies.

